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“We are using
renewable energy,
recycling 3,000
tons of waste a year,
building smart and
conserving resources—
in South Carolina,
Boeing is setting
an example for the
factories of the future.”
Hope Gonzalez
Environmental Specialist
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and Safety
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Mobile
advantage
Mobile computing devices such
as iPads are helping employees
be more productive at Boeing
production sites while also
improving workplace safety. In
Mesa, Ariz., home of the Apache
helicopter, and at Boeing’s C-17
factory in Long Beach, Calif.,
the use of these mobile tablets
has resulted in myriad shop-floor
improvements. Employees say
they can accomplish more in less
time with less effort. Meanwhile,
Boeing’s Information Technology
group is working with other
programs across the enterprise to
see whether mobility is a good fit.
Cover: Cedric Cabrera, aircraft assembly
technician, uses a mobile computing device
while working inside the fuselage of an
Apache helicopter at the Mesa, Ariz., site.
BOB FERGUSON/BOEING
PHOTO: At The C-17 factory in Long Beach,
Calif., Tony Gonzales, Foreground, C-17
Fuselage mechanic, and Greg Jensen,
C-17 manufacturing operations analyst,
use a mobile tablet to speed production
processes. BOB FERGUSON/BOEING
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announced
the launch
of the Boeing
787-10 Dreamliner at the Paris Air Show
in June. The 787-10 will be the third and
longest member of the super-efficient
787 family. With its greater passenger
capacity, high degree of commonality
and passenger-pleasing features, the
787-10 will complement the 787 family
while setting a new benchmark for fuel
efficiency and operating economics.
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“We are using
renewable energy,
recycling 3,000
tons of waste a year,
building smart and
conserving resources—
in South Carolina,
Boeing is setting
an example for the
factories of the future.”

“Factory for the Future”
is one in a series of
innovation stories
told by Boeing
employees such as
Hope Gonzalez. Learn
more at www.boeing.
com/stories.
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INTRODUCING THE INCOMPARABLE 787-10

The C-17 Globemaster III is the world’s most capable
and versatile airlifter, performing the full range of
tactical and strategic operations: from transporting
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evacuation and delivering humanitarian aid virtually
anywhere. No other airlifter measures up. The C-17.
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Developed by Boeing’s Phantom Works to help special operations forces quickly deploy
from a V-22 Osprey, the Phantom Badger is a versatile, rugged and affordable combat
vehicle that can negotiate the most challenging terrain. photo: sally Aristei/boeing
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Back to the future

Iraq is rebuilding its commercial airline fleet and is doing so with new airplanes from an old
partner—Boeing. Iraqi Airways, which placed its first order with Boeing in 1973, recently
took delivery of its first Next-Generation 737-800. photo: marian lockhart/boeing
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CORRECTIONS:
Page 31 of the August 2013 issue
of Boeing Frontiers misspelled two
employees’ names. They are
Blake Izatt and Crystal Jacobson.

Crisis MAnagement
A software tool developed by Boeing is helping protect company property and
keeping employees out of harm’s way. ThreatNavigator tracks business operations
during a crisis or natural disaster—such as Hurricane Sandy, depicted here through
color-coded graphics—and provides vital information to Boeing. graphic: boeing
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Timeless collectibles
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iconic brand.
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Introducing the Custom Hangar: authentic,
limited-availability Boeing aero artifacts and
collectible items for true fans.
Authentic
737 window
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LEADERSHIP MESSAGE

Solving problems,
the first time
Lean+ provides Boeing
employees a framework for
continuous improvement

Bill Schnettgoecke
Vice president, Supply & Operations Chain,
Boeing Defense, Space & Security, and
Enterprise Lean+ Initiative leader

O

ur commitment to Lean+ continues to get strong traction
across Boeing, enabling us to capture billions of dollars in
productivity improvements to meet customer needs, and
to secure our long-term growth. We’ve seen continued success
in our factories, in each of our functions, and even in our supply
chain as an enabler to our Partnering for Success efforts.
Lean+ is getting significant visibility outside Boeing and we
have been benchmarked by many industry leaders. Our approach
of building Lean+ on our strong foundation of Lean, Employee
Involvement and Engagement, and the passion our people
have for a culture of continuous improvement, has proved to
be incredibly powerful.
Where are we going with Lean+?
As part of the Lean+ restaging, we bring a new focus on
the discipline required to clearly define our problems and solve
them permanently. We’ve all been in a situation where we’ve
encountered a problem we’ve been through before, a problem
we thought had been solved. How frustrating it is for us and our
teams to have to go back and solve the same problem again
and again. As we continue to ensure that our Lean+ efforts are
closely tied to our business needs, the latest emphasis of Lean+
is to drive more thorough, longer-lasting problem solving. We
must find problems, fix problems, and make sure the problem
never comes back.
To that end, a renewed focus in Lean+ is the Boeing
Problem Solving Model. Like other aspects of our Lean+ framework, the model is representative of many of the effective and
proven techniques that have been used around Boeing. When
the passion and innovation of our people are coupled with the
structured problem-solving model, we have an effective tool
to solve problems both small and large.

All too often we tend to quickly try to come to a conclusion
on what we need to fix and then we find we didn’t fully understand the real problem. We often hurry to solve the symptoms
and not the problem. The Problem Solving Model helps us
address problems in a more disciplined fashion, starting with
the most important part of problem solving—spending the
appropriate amount of time defining what the actual problem
is we are trying to solve.
The Lean+ framework, and specifically the Problem Solving
Model, will enable our teams and individuals to make another
improvement and unleash another wave of innovative ideas
around how we can drive first-time quality and continually
improve all that we do.
Later this month, during the Lean+ Forum, employees and
leaders from across the enterprise will come together to get
a better understanding of how to put the Problem Solving
Model into operation.
When we couple Boeing’s Lean+ framework with the
passion of our people, we unleash innovation that allows
us to break myths and achieve breakthrough improvements
in performance. And that enables our customers to meet
their needs—and Boeing to secure its long-term growth. n
PHOTO: ron bookout/boeing

For more about Lean+, including information on the
Boeing Problem Solving Model, visit the Lean+ website
at http://leanplus.web.boeing.com
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snapshot

Home again
A NATO Airborne Warning and Control System, or AWACS,
aircraft, with its signature rotating radome, arrives at Boeing
Field in Seattle last month for a major flight-deck and avionics
upgrade. It was a homecoming of sorts for the aircraft, which
is a highly modified version of the Boeing 707 once built in
Renton, Wash. Boeing will upgrade one AWACS aircraft each
for the NATO and the U.S. Air Force fleets under an engineering,
manufacturing and development contract—including flighttesting and qualifying new digital systems, as well as training
flight crews and maintenance personnel. An upgraded
“glass cockpit” will feature five main displays offering the pilot
and co-pilot user-friendly and customizable engine, system,
navigation and weather radar data. PHOTO: jim ANDERSON/BOEING
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QUOTABLES

On sequestration:
“We’re not out of
the woods at all.
We’re just entering
the woods.”
– Boeing Chairman, President and CEO
Jim McNerney, on the status of deep
U.S. defense cuts expected across the
industry, during a call with reporters and
analysts in July to discuss the company’s
second-quarter earnings. The Wall Street
Journal, July 25

“We’ve got to
have this plane,
we’ve got to have
it in a high-quality
fashion, and we’ve
got to have it
on time.”
– Maj. Gen. John Thompson, U.S. Air
Force program executive officer for
Tankers, speaking to workers at Boeing
supplier Spirit AeroSystems about
Boeing’s KC-46 tanker. Spirit in July
shipped the first tanker forward fuselage
section to Everett, Wash., where
production of the tanker is underway.
Boeing News Now, Aug. 16

“What you’re not
going to find is
1,100 or 1,600
switches.”
– Chris Ferguson, director of Boeing’s
Crew and Mission Operations and a
former NASA astronaut, talking about the
interior of Boeing’s CST-100 spacecraft.
Ferguson explained the modern interior
is intuitive and designed not to burden
astronauts with an inordinate amount
of training to fly the spacecraft.
Boeing News Now, July 23
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Why we’re here

“Every day, I witness
how my contributions
directly affect the
people and programs
I support, and I
get tremendous
satisfaction.”
– Dino Go
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Problem
solver

Appetite for learning pushes engineer to find production solutions
By Nathan A. Hulings and photo by Gail Hanusa

Dino Go is an engineer for Boeing Research & Technology,
supporting Commercial Airplanes in Everett, Wash. In this Frontiers
series that profiles employees talking about their jobs, Go explains
how he creates value for the company by helping solve problems.

A

s a 767 program support engineer, it’s my job to frequently
interact with mechanics, engineers, production managers
and others to understand and diagnose material and
process-production challenges. It’s my obligation to constantly
ask myself if the solution I provide creates value for the company.
After identifying issues, I can figure out a solution away from
the production line and not create disruptions. We have the opportunity with Boeing Research & Technology to step aside and do
projects that other support groups may not have time to work.
I have to be a good listener and keep an open mind when
I engage with my customers. Say, for example, a mechanic
approaches me about finding a better or safer tool for his or her
job. After our conversation, I’ll research available tools on the
market and maybe even buy a few to test. We will then have
a demonstration, recommend the tool to the Manufacturing
organization and, if all goes well, add it to the toolbox. And if
there’s nothing available on the market that solves our problem,
it’s often BR&T’s job to work a solution from scratch—and
that’s any engineer’s dream.
I must be willing to spend time on the production floor
and inside the shops. Frequently, I act as a facilitator between
my BR&T colleagues and my customers. I don’t mind asking
seemingly simple or mundane questions, because it’s my job
to find the answer to each and every problem I encounter,
big or small.
There are many things I do to help Boeing build better
airplanes—and find better ways to build them safely and
more efficiently.
When a mechanic and I noticed that the 767’s low-hanging
cargo door could become a safety problem during production,
I thought about how drivers take notice when they see the
flashing lights and sirens of police cars and ambulances. With

that idea in mind, I helped implement stick-on flashing LED lights
to alert workers of the door so they could safely continue
assembling the plane. It’s a simple, inexpensive, safety-focused
solution that could easily be used anywhere in the company.
I also had a hand in finding out about the Halosensor, a
device that takes out the guesswork of drilling pilot holes on
wings. Before, workers had a manual tool that was not as
accurate, with the end result sometimes requiring timely and
expensive rework. Now, mechanics can look at a screen with
a crosshair that turns green once the hole is found. It was first
used on the 747 and got great feedback. And by working with
several engineers and mechanics from various Commercial
Airplanes organizations, we were able to help replicate use of
the device. Now, wings on not just the 747 line but also the
737, 767 and 777 lines use the Halosensor.
The work I do is rewarding. Every day, I witness how my
contributions directly affect the people and programs I support,
and I get tremendous satisfaction from the positive comments
I receive. The cooperation and support from my colleagues in
BR&T and across the company make me better equipped to solve
problems, no matter how difficult they may be. The opportunity
to work on these challenges, along with the appreciation of my
customers, makes my job personally fulfilling. n
nathan.a.hulings@boeing.com
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historical perspective

Speeding into
the unknown
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The rocket-powered
X-15 blazed new trails
in hypersonic flight and
aerospace research
t’s an icon of the X-planes, one that
took highly skilled pilots past the edge
of space at unprecedented speeds—and
pioneered aerospace research that was
needed to take explorers to the moon.
North American Aviation’s X-15 was
one of the most successful and productive
flight research programs of all time. A team
effort of bold and innovative engineers and
courageous pilots, the X-15 program rocketed again and again into the unknown,
achieving amazing results while fulfilling its
primary purpose of accelerating the manned

Much more than a platform to break
records, the X-15 had an important purpose of exploring the aerodynamic and
thermodynamic forces that would be
encountered during flight in and out of
Earth orbit in support of the effort to put
U.S. astronauts into space.
The program officially began in December
1955, when the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (the forerunner to NASA)
awarded North American Aviation, a Boeing
heritage company, a contract to build three
rocket-powered X-15s. Under the leadership
of North American’s top engineer, Harrison
Storms, and X-15 project engineer Charles
Feltz, the first X-15-1 was rolled out from
North American’s Los Angeles plant on
Oct. 15, 1958. On June 8, 1959, the X-15-1
was deployed from its Boeing B-52 mother
ship for the first time and Crossfield tested
the handling and landing characteristics of

the first privately funded manned spacecraft.
After nearly 10 years of productive research, the X-15 program ended in October
1968. Twelve pilots had flown a combined
199 flights; 108 of those flights exceeded
Mach 5 and four exceeded Mach 6. Those
pilots flew into an environment that was
filled with unknowns and tremendous risks,
underscored by an accident that destroyed
the third X-15 and claimed the life of Air
Force pilot Mike Adams.
Five Air Force pilots earned astronaut
wings by exceeding an altitude of
264,000 feet (50 miles, or 80 kilometers),
the altitude recognized by the Air Force
as crossing into space. Later, in 2005,
NASA awarded three civilian X-15 pilots
with their astronaut wings.
Today, the X-15-1 is displayed at the
National Air and Space Museum in Wash-

U.S. spaceflight program that culminated
in the first human footprints on the moon.
“The X-15 was to snoop out and lay
bare the problems and dangers of manned
space travel so that those coming behind
us might profit,” North American’s X-15
project pilot Scott Crossfield would say in
a Saturday Evening Post interview.
Crossfield had been the first to go
twice the speed of sound, in the Douglas
D-558-II, following in the footsteps of
famed test pilot Chuck Yeager, who first
broke the sound barrier in the Bell X-1
in October 1947.
The X-15 would go much further in
gathering data and understanding about
the unknown regions of hypersonic
speeds (five times the speed of sound
and above) while reaching the limits of
Earth’s atmosphere.
And it would set long-lasting records
for speed and altitude.

the rocket plane as it glided back to the dry
lake bed at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.,
where all X-15 flights would take place.
Later, on Sept. 17, Crossfield flew the
X-15 under power for the first time.
Originally the X-15 was designed to
fly up to Mach 6, or six times the speed
of sound, but after the second X-15 was
damaged in a landing accident it was
not only repaired but fitted with external
fuel tanks and lengthened 29 inches
(74 centimeters), reborn as the X-15A-2
and capable of Mach 8.
On Oct. 3, 1967, Pete Knight flew the
X-15A-2 to Mach 6.7—an unofficial speed
record for winged aircraft that would stand
until the Space Shuttle Columbia first
returned from space in 1981. Earlier, in
August 1963, NASA pilot Joseph Walker
set an altitude record of 354,200 feet
(more than 65 miles, or 100 kilometers),
a record broken in 2004 by SpaceShipOne,

ington, D.C., and the X-15A-2 is in the
collection of the National Museum of the
United States Air Force in Dayton, Ohio.
Their structures, made of titanium covered by
black Inconel-X, a nickel-steel alloy capable
of withstanding temperatures of 1,200 degrees (650 degrees Celsius), show the result
of being battered by extreme aerodynamic
forces and superheated temperatures—a
testament to the exploration of the unknown
by the X-15, and the pilots who flew it. n
michael.j.lombardi@boeing.com

By Mike Lombardi

I

PHOTOS: (Above) The X-15 research aircraft on its first powered flight on Sept. 17,
1959. NASA (Insets, from left) A view of the
X-15 from the observation port of the B-52
mother ship. NASA The X-15 is launched
from its B-52 mother ship for its second
powered flight. Boeing archives This photo of
a free-flight model of the X-15 being fired
into a wind tunnel shows the shock-wave
patterns for airflow at Mach 3.5. NASA
BOEING FRONTIERS / SEPTEMBER 2013 13
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Phantom Works develops versatile combat
support vehicle for the V-22
By Garrett Kasper and photos by Sally Aristei

U

neven, rocky terrain is no match for its knobby 35-inch (90-centimeter) tires.
Muddy, fender-deep creek water and roller-coaster-sized hills are no challenge
for its 240-horsepower multi-fuel engine and four-wheel drive. It can roll over a
pile of logs thicker than telephone poles, even with 3,300 pounds (1,500 kilograms) of
payload strapped to its back. With all-wheel steering, it can pivot with ease and still
reach 80 mph (130 kilometers per hour) on the open road.
Phantom Badger—a combat support vehicle designed to be transported in a
V-22 Osprey—is Boeing’s answer to a perplexing problem for today’s U.S. Special Forces:
how to quickly deploy from a tilt-rotor aircraft a tough, versatile combat vehicle that can
adapt to any environment and meet the most challenging combat missions.
To rapidly develop the prototype, Boeing teamed with a company that has historically
built race cars.
“Phantom Badger is not an ATV [all-terrain vehicle] on steroids,” said John Chicoli,
Boeing program manager for the V-22 Internally Transportable Vehicle program.
“It addresses a gap for a vehicle that can be internally transported in a V-22, but it also
allows increased payload and speed while providing more ride comfort than a smaller ATV.”
Developed by the Special Pursuits Cell at Boeing Phantom Works, the Phantom Badger
is Boeing’s response to a U.S. Special Operations Command operational requirement

“every single element on
Phantom Badger was added
or removed based on
specific input of actual
special operators.”
— John Chicoli, Boeing program manager for the V-22 Internally
Transportable Vehicle program
PHOTOS: (Left) Lead mechanic Wyatt Montgomery (passenger) and design engineer
Andrew Wizorek, from Boeing project partner MSI Defense Solutions, donned combat
fatigues to make Phantom Badger vehicle durability, compatibility and comfort testing
more authentic. (Above) Phantom Badger can exit a V-22 Osprey within seconds—a
critical design requirement for special operations.
BOEING FRONTIERS / SEPTEMBER 2013 17

for a vehicle than can be transported inside a V-22.
The V-22, built by Boeing and partner Bell, has a unique
tilt-rotor configuration that gives it the capability to cruise like a
fixed-wing aircraft but take off and land vertically like a helicopter.
It is currently operated by the U.S. Marine Corps and U.S. Air
Force Special Operations, and has been widely used for many
types of missions in Afghanistan.
“We listened very closely to the customer, and every single
element on Phantom Badger was added or removed based
on specific input of actual special operators,” Chicoli said. “We
intentionally designed it to be rugged—yet affordable—because
we want warfighters to trust that it will live a long life inside the
demanding and unpredictable world of special operations.”
With its powerful hydraulic and suspension systems, he added,
Phantom Badger protects warfighters from being buffeted in
rougher terrain, alleviating physical exhaustion and keeping
them fresh and focused for the fight.
Aside from its power and rugged capabilities, one key feature
of Phantom Badger is its interchangeable back end for specialized mission modules. The modules are customizable to support
a variety of critical missions such as reconnaissance, explosive
ordnance disposal, mounted weaponry, combat search and
rescue, and transport of injured warfighters.

18 BOEING FRONTIERS / SEPTEMBER 2013

“It’s mind-boggling to
think that this vehicle
was just a drawing on
a computer screen six
months ago.”
— Wyatt Montgomery, lead mechanic for MSI Defense Solutions
In tandem with Phantom Works’ rapid prototyping capabilities,
Boeing teamed with MSI Defense Solutions to build the Phantom
Badger for the Osprey and other cargo aircraft. The North Carolina–
based company boasts a rich history with NASCAR and has
significant experience in building tactical vehicles. Over the
past year, Boeing and MSI designed, built, tested and modified
Phantom Badger. The team has conducted hands-on Phantom
Badger demonstrations with multiple U.S. customers and has
received significant interest internationally as well.
“The engineers and technicians at MSI complement Boeing
nicely because we can quickly respond to customer input and
build small batches of vehicles very economically,” said David
Holden, president of MSI Defense Solutions. “With our history on

PHOTOS: (Clockwise from far left) From MSI Defense Solutions:
Andrew Wizorek demonstrates how Phantom Badger’s litter module
allows a medic easy access to wounded warfighters; lead mechanic
Wyatt Montgomery, left, and Wizorek fine-tune a turbocharger, which
allows the Phantom Badger to reach high speeds; mechanics Linden
Barnicle, from left, Paul Silvestri and Montgomery assemble a
turret mount on one of Phantom Badger’s various mission modules;
Montgomery, left, and Wizorek demonstrate Phantom Badger’s
four-wheel-drive capability; Silvestri works on the vehicle’s engine.

NASCAR auto racing teams, MSI’s world-class technicians can
build, test and deliver these machines for the warfighter immediately, to fill this gap in the special operations community.”
In June, MSI moved to a larger facility in Mooresville, N.C.,
where Phantom Badger will be produced. Assembly of commercial
components such as the engine, transmission and differentials will
be performed there, as well as fabrication of the mission modules.
“It’s mind-boggling to think that this vehicle was just a drawing
on a computer screen six months ago,” said Wyatt Montgomery,
lead mechanic for MSI Defense Solutions. “Boeing’s vision of
Phantom Badger got this thing rolling, and our team of engineers,
fabricators, mechanics and suppliers bent over backward to make
it happen. Our nation’s most elite forces had great ideas and suggestions for creature comforts, which we’ve also incorporated.”
Andrew Wizorek, MSI’s design engineer and program manager
for Phantom Badger, said his career in NASCAR engineering has
paid big dividends when it comes to fine-tuning Phantom Badger
and meeting the tight requirements for cramming so much capability into the 5-foot-wide (1.5-meter) cargo hold of a V-22.
“My experiences at Joe Gibbs Racing provided me the
knowledge and skills for suspension tuning that I use today
on Phantom Badger,” Wizorek said. “To fit in the V-22, we have
very little room to package all of the subsystems. Even more
challenging, we had to design each individual component for
commonality and easy maintenance.”
Montgomery, too, has years of experience working in a variety
of jobs for many of the top teams in NASCAR.
“This project has no victory lane at the end,” he said of
Phantom Badger. “It will be a silent win because I’m confident
that in some god-awful place in this world, there will be a team
of special operations forces relying on Phantom Badger to pull
them through.” n
garrett.d.kasper@boeing.com
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PHOTOS: Mobile computing devices such as iPads have increased productivity for
Mesa, Ariz., production employees such as aircraft assembly technicians Jared Britt
(above, from left) and Coleman Abbott; Rudy Romero (left inset); and Cedric Cabrera.
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Mobilizing
Boeing’s
front line
Growing use of tablet devices on production lines boosts
efficiency, safety and quality
By Kenn Johnson and Meghan Boyer; photos by Bob Ferguson

G

abe Hernandez used to begin his shift at Boeing’s
Mesa, Ariz., facility by consulting work plans at a
desktop computer or laptop. Now he starts by
transferring data to an Apple iPad.
An assembly technician for the AH-64D Apache,
Hernandez transfers details of the day’s jobs from a shared
computer to his mobile device—including part descriptions,
assembly instructions, drawings and even photographs of
work areas.
With the work instructions loaded on the iPad, all of the
information Hernandez needs is at hand—and remains so,
even if he’s on the go. He can work on the aircraft without
having to return to the computer bay repeatedly for more
information, an improvement that saves him time.
“Before, I either had to carry a laptop, which I had to find
space for, or go out to a station computer,” Hernandez said.
“It’s a lot easier to put the iPad in a tool bag and take it so I
have it when I need it.”
As the technology has evolved, Boeing Information Technology

has been exploring how the use of slate-style tablet devices and
related software can improve the company’s manufacturing and
business processes. Tablets may not be the best tool for every
factory application, but when deployed in the right places, they
can create myriad shop-floor improvements.
In Boeing’s Apache line and the C-17 Globemaster III line
in Long Beach, Calif., employees who use tablet devices are
finding they can accomplish more in less time and with less
effort, said Bill Black, a Boeing Military Aircraft IT Business
Partner and IT leader for the C-17 Program.
That productivity gain translates into improvements in cost
control, product quality, production flexibility and safety—all
of which are important for the business programs and the
customers they support.
“We went from having mechanics carry paper documents
to their workstations to having electronic workstations in the
work centers,” said Bill Warren, a senior project manager at
the Mesa site. “Now, employees can take their work instructions
with them on a tablet and save time and money without the
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back-and-forth trips.”
Many Boeing production teams use mobile devices such as laptop
computers and BlackBerrys to improve productivity. Commercial
Airplanes uses rugged Toughbook laptops to help shop-floor
employees access critical data while they’re alongside or within an
airplane being built. But the latest iteration of mobile devices and
the applications they run offer enhanced capabilities that benefit
production, according to employees at the select Defense, Space
& Security and Commercial Airplanes sites currently using tablets.
For more than two years, the Long Beach and Mesa IT teams
have worked with the Manufacturing & Quality Systems Common
Systems team and Information Technology infrastructure and
security experts to create and test mobile applications and
environments that enable putting tablets into workers’ hands.
It’s an objective that meets one of the six strategic goals Boeing
Military Aircraft’s IT team set out at the request of Military Aircraft
leadership: providing employees with increased access to
mobile and collaborative technology.
Once deployed, the devices quickly helped workers at both

PHOTOS: By pulling up an engineering drawing on an iPad,
Casey Williams (center), aircraft assembly technician, can verify a
wire bundle installation in Mesa, Ariz. That mobile connectivity also
helps C-17 employees in Long Beach, Calif., such as Greg Jensen
(left inset), manufacturing operations analyst, and Alvin Brown,
Supply Chain Management analyst.
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“When you cut
15 to 20 seconds
out of everybody’s
job and they’re doing
it 10 to 15 times a
day, it’s a big deal.”
– Nicoll Johnson, shop-floor site
representative, Mesa, Ariz.

sites streamline various tasks and boost productivity.
In Production Control, Long Beach employees must ensure
parts arrive at the facility and are available for production workers
when and where they need them, a task that requires tracking
down misplaced parts.
To find a missing part previously, employees had to stop work
and partner with a Shop Floor Control expediter, whose job it is
to investigate part shortages and other issues to keep production
moving. Depending on the expediter’s location when a part is not
available, he or she must walk the shop floor within the busy site
to access a desktop computer loaded with software that tracks
and locates parts in the facility.
Using an iPad loaded with a mobile version of that software, expediters now are able to query data in real time and resolve issues
more quickly no matter where they are located in the facility, said
Robert Cerniaz, a Shop Floor Control final assembly employee.
“The mechanics are now able to get real-time feedback from
expediters while on the shop floor and can look up information
instantly rather than waiting for the expediter to go back to his
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“The mechanics are now
able to get real-time
feedback from expediters
while on the shop floor ...”
– Robert Cerniaz, Shop Floor Control
final assembly employee

or her desk to give the mechanic the right information,” he said.
Patrice St. Pierre, C-17 Flight Line manager, recalled the days
when Boeing inspectors conducted pre-delivery examinations of
C-17s and jotted down information about issues they saw, along
with the related part numbers. Then they had to explain their
findings to the responsible engineer. The engineer would travel
between a desk and the aircraft repeatedly to inspect, investigate
and resolve the issue.
With a mobile device and camera permit, production workers
or inspectors photograph the suspected problem and email the
image to the responsible engineer. While the engineer evaluates
the issue at a workstation, ramp personnel can remain with the
aircraft and complete the inspection. Likewise, the engineer can
conduct the evaluation and provide a fix or response without
having to visit the aircraft.
“Employees need as much assistance as possible to turn
these airplanes out,” said Bruce Pilkington, the Long Beach IT
mobility program manager. “The work we’re doing with mobility
helps them be much more productive.”
The increased productivity that comes from using mobility
not only is helping employees produce aircraft more quickly, it
also is saving costs.
Mesa and Long Beach saved more than $160,000 during
a six-month test period. For 2013, IT estimates savings at the
sites will reach nearly $300,000. The production savings are
expected to grow year over year once additional devices are
in place at both sites.
“When you cut 15 to 20 seconds out of everybody’s job and
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they’re doing it 10 to 15 times a day, it’s a big deal,” said Nicoll
Johnson, a shop-floor site representative in Mesa.
The use of mobile devices at production sites also has improved
workplace health and safety. Reducing the need for employees to
travel in work areas lessens the likelihood they might be injured.
In the lower parts of a C-17’s forward fuselage as well as in
the tail boom of an in-assembly Apache helicopter, there isn’t
enough room for mechanics to carry laptops. Mechanics must
crawl out of, and then back into, these tight spaces to visit a
computer station when they need additional data—a potential
health and safety hazard.
“The repeated trips are a physical strain, but the iPads are
helping reduce that,” Pilkington said.
Within Commercial Airplanes, Erin Everett, senior manager
of Fabrication Systems for IT Product Systems Manufacturing &
Quality Systems, continues to see requests for additional tablet
pilot programs. Recent successes with mobile device deployments
have others eager to learn more about the ways in which their
programs and sites can benefit, she noted.
For instance, a new Android tablet program at Boeing Fab
rication’s Salt Lake operations in Utah is helping join horizontal
stabilizer sections. The mobile device enables the operator to
oversee and control the join operation from a position close
to the parts instead of from more than 25 feet (8 meters) away
standing at an operator station.
“We think tablets will really continue to bring productivity gains
to Boeing,” Everett said.
Although mobility offers production teams many benefits, adding

PHOTOS: Mobile devices have helped streamline production
processes at the C-17 factory in Long Beach for employees such
as Robert Cerniaz (left inset), Shop Floor Control analyst, C-17
final assembly, and Collins Peoples Jr., manufacturing engineer,
assembly planning department.
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PHOTOS: Among the Long Beach teammates who use mobile
devices to improve productivity are Stephen Burch (foreground,
left), Shop Floor Control Team lead, and Robin DePaul, Shop
Floor Control, both in C-17 final assembly. Barbara Burik (inset,
left), C-17 project manager, and Matiel Payton, C-17 quality
manager, review options for mobile devices.
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it on the shop floor isn’t as easy as assigning devices to employees
and installing software.
Careful consideration of how tablet technology potentially
could benefit each new factory application is the first step before
a mobility pilot begins, and only the sites with a strong business
case move forward.
IT then must prepare the infrastructure at the site, said
Brad Wright, the IT Business Partner for the Commercial Aviation
Services Digital Aviation Business and former director of IT Global
Collaboration Services. This includes building secure wireless
networking, securing the devices themselves, and addressing
infrastructure, software and security considerations.
The team from across IT—including representatives
from IT Infrastructure, Information Security and Product
Systems—also develops mobile versions of existing systems
so shop-floor workers can operate efficiently and securely
in a paperless environment.
“Mobility itself was still pretty new when we first started
out and we didn’t know ourselves how it would ultimately fit.
Trying to get customers to see the value of mobility at that time
was difficult,” said Emmanuel Nkeze, a business relationship
manager in Collaboration & Communication Services. “Now,
many programs are interested in working with mobility.”
As the mobility data come in, IT will continue to work with
programs across the enterprise to see if mobility is a good fit,
and to implement mobile versions of more IT applications for
use on the shop floor, Nkeze said.
Meanwhile, employees at locations where mobility already
is a part of their everyday life say the devices and software have
made a real difference.
“With the iPad, I probably save 15 to 20 percent in the time
it would take to come out to the computer or pull drawings up
on a laptop,” said Hernandez, the Apache assembly technician
in Mesa. “It’s a great tool.” n
kenn.johnson@boeing.com
meghan.j.boyer@boeing.com
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Boeing jetliners are helping
rebuild Iraq By Bill Seil

T

he delivery of Iraqi Airways’ first Next-Generation 737-800
last month marked a milestone in the rebirth of Iraq’s
commercial aviation industry and the renewal of its 40-year
history with Boeing.
Iraq is recovering from years of war and turmoil, and an
important part of its challenge is rebuilding a commercial airline
fleet with new aircraft.
“Iraqi Airways is realistic and not looking to compete
head to head with the big, established carriers in the region,”
said Don Galvanin, sales director, Middle East, Central Asia
and Ukraine for Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
“Their goal is to give the Iraqi people the best service they
can. And as the national carrier, they also want to fly the flag of
their nation and connect with other countries around the world.”
And Boeing is there to help in that effort, as it has been in
the past.
Iraqi Airways placed its first order with Boeing on Oct. 1, 1973,
for three 707s and two 737s. That began an ambitious effort on
the part of the airline to modernize its fleet with Boeing jetliners.
Three more orders followed over the next decade.
From 1974 to 1982, 16 Boeing commercial airplanes were
delivered to the airline. Prior to that, Iraqi Airways’ fleet consisted
mainly of British Tridents and Soviet commercial aircraft.
Richard Tait, now retired, negotiated the first sales to Iraqi
Airways for Boeing Commercial Airplanes. The first two orders,
placed in 1973 and 1975, were only for 11 airplanes. But the
mix of airplanes was unusual.
“Iraqi Airways became the only airline in the world to place
into service Boeing 707s, 727s, 737s and 747s all in a space
of two years,” Tait said.
Today, the airline not only has Next-Generation 737s being
delivered, but it has also ordered the 787 Dreamliner.
The order for 30 of Boeing’s 737-800 commercial jetliners was
announced by the government of Iraq in May 2008. The following

“They are buying Boeing planes
again ... it means they still
believe, after all these years,
that Boeing products are
the best.”
– Richard Tait, retired, led the first Boeing sales to Iraqi Airways
year, Iraqi Airways finalized an order for 10 787-8 Dreamliners.
In December 2012, it also purchased a Boeing 777-200LR
(Longer Range), which the company made available after
another airline did not fulfill a previous order.
Galvanin said the Iraqis are off to a strong start rebuilding
the country’s commercial airline fleet with the delivery of the first
of the 737-800s.
“The 737 that was delivered in July is a beautiful airplane that
we’ve done with some special touches,” Galvanin said. “There
are interior laminates that reflect the Mesopotamian-Babylonian
era. Overall, they’re establishing a fresh, modern brand with
some traditional features.”
Boeing and the Teague design consulting firm worked directly
with the Iraqis to design the airline’s new livery, which has similarities
to its livery style of the 1970s.
“It went from a green airplane with some white to a white
airplane with that distinctive Iraqi Airways green—but it’s much
more stylistic,” Galvanin said. “We kept the original Iraqi Airways
falcon on the tail. They’re basically rebranding themselves as
PHOTOS: (Left) Iraqi Airways’ new livery retains the airline’s
traditional falcon insignia. (Above) The first of 30 Next-Generation
737-800 jetliners ordered by Iraqi Airways leaves Seattle’s Boeing
Field for Baghdad last month. Marian Lockhart/Boeing
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Gone … but not forgotten
The fleet of 16 Boeing 707, 727, 737 and 747 airplanes
purchased by Iraqi Airways in the 1970s and early 1980s is
gone. Around the time of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990,
the government ordered that the commercial airplane fleet be
moved to secret locations outside the country.
Although a small number of these airplanes may still be in use
by foreign airlines, the rest have deteriorated beyond repair.
The fleet included three 747-200C’s (Convertible), which could
be configured to serve as a passenger airplane, a freighter or a
combination of both. After first purchasing this airplane in 1975,
the airline made the unusual request for Boeing to design and
build a special cargo loader that could be folded up and carried
on board the airplane.
Joe Sutter, the “father” of the 747 who led the development
team as chief engineer in the 1960s, said the loader was one of
the most spectacular pieces of special equipment the company
had designed at that time.
“It was designed so if you landed at an airport without adequate
loading facilities, you could use this onboard loader,” Sutter said.
“The nose would open and the loader would move forward to
the front of the airplane. It would then extend its arms and legs
and pull itself out onto the ground. I just marveled when I first
saw it work.”
The last Boeing airplane delivery to Iraq in that era occurred
on Aug. 30, 1982. That was a 747-SP (Special Performance),
which had a shortened fuselage and was designed to fly higher,
faster and farther nonstop than any 747 model of its time. It
had a specially designed interior and was used as an executive
aircraft by Saddam Hussein, who had become Iraq’s president
in 1979.
Richard Tait, now retired, who led the first Boeing sales to
Iraqi Airways 40 years ago, said those early sales helped establish
Boeing as the commercial airplane supplier of choice in that region.
“I’m delighted that they’re buying Boeing airplanes again,”
he said of the Next-Generation 737s and 787s that have been
ordered by Iraqi Airways. “It means they still believe, after all
these years, that Boeing products are the best.”
– Bill Seil
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“Overall, they’re establishing a
fresh, modern brand with some
traditional features.”
– Don Galvanin, sales director, Middle East, Central Asia
and Ukraine for Boeing Commercial Airplanes

the New Iraqi Airways.”
Iraqi Airways’ orders, both in the 1970s and today, included
special customer service requirements.
In 1975, Boeing Commercial Airplanes’ Customer Support
organization announced it would place 152 employees in Baghdad
under a special support contract with Iraqi Airways. The Iraqis
realized that their jump into a big, long-range jet fleet demanded
additional management and technical skills, according to Tait.
Key areas of support included route and schedule planning,
aircraft maintenance programs and the development of systems
and procedures.
“Our presence in Baghdad was very valuable to the airline in
introducing those aircraft successfully,” Tait recalled. “And the
people we sent there did an outstanding job.”
As part of the new airplane order with Iraqi Airways, Boeing
has again committed to help the airline develop the expertise and
aviation infrastructure it will need for the future, Galvanin said. This
will include business planning and assisting the Iraqis to improve
their airports and air traffic control systems. Iraqi air traffic controllers have traveled to Florida to receive training provided through
Jeppesen Academy, a service of Boeing subsidiary Jeppesen.
Iraqi Airways personnel also receive pilot and maintenance training
at Boeing Flight Services campuses in London and Seattle.
As Iraq rebuilds its commercial airplane fleet, it’s been opening
up the country to foreign airlines. The plan, over time, is to develop
bilateral agreements with other nations that will open the door
to Iraqi Airways serving more international routes, Galvanin said.
In fact, Iraqi Airways recently received permission to fly into London
Gatwick and to Frankfurt, Germany. It is exploring options for
resuming flights to Beijing and opening up other cities in the
Asian market. The airline is also working with the U.S. Embassy
in Baghdad on possibly starting nonstop flights to the United
States using their long-range Boeing 777.
The first of the airline’s 787-8 Dreamliners won’t arrive for a
number of years. To build service in the near term, Iraqi Airways
has purchased some immediately available new airplanes from
both Boeing and Airbus.
“They’ve got a lot of work ahead of them and a lot of rebuilding
to do,” Galvanin said. “But their people are very resilient and they
keep forging ahead.” n
william.j.seil@boeing.com
PHOTOS: (Opposite page, from top) In the 1970s, Boeing built this
special self-loader for Iraqi Airways’ 747-200C (Convertible) jetliners.
Boeing Archives Iraqi Airways’ 737-800 cabin design incorporates
laminates and scenes that reflect the region’s MesopotamianBabylonian heritage, including (top) the ancient hanging gardens
of Babylon and (bottom) an Assyrian bull harp. marian lockhart/boeing
(This page, from top) Boeing ground-crew in Seattle stand by to
launch Iraqi Airways’ first 737-800 on its delivery flight to Baghdad.
The colors and motifs of Iraqi Airways’ new livery pay homage to
its 1970s Boeing fleet. marian lockhart/boeing
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Navigating threats
During a crisis, new software tool helps protect Boeing
employees and property
By Christine Cranston

W

hen a deadly EF5 tornado tore through an Oklahoma City
suburb on May 20, leaving a lengthy path of destruction
and killing more than 20 people, Laurie Willis was some
2,000 miles (3,200 kilometers) away, tracking the massive storm
system from Boeing’s Enterprise Crisis Management Center in the
Puget Sound region of Washington state.
Willis is Boeing’s Emergency Preparedness program leader, and
her job is to monitor events that require lifesaving safety and rescue
decisions involving Boeing employees during a crisis.
And this was one of those occasions. More than 1,400 Boeing
employees live and work in the Oklahoma City area. The Boeing
site there, near Tinker Air Force Base, supports a wide range of
engineering and military and commercial aircraft programs.
“We noted where Boeing buildings sat in relation to the tornado
and what was happening nearby—like road closures, shelter
requirements and power outages,” Willis said. “We were then able
to predict its impact on Boeing people and property.”
How was this possible? With a Boeing software tool known
as ThreatNavigator.
Developed by teams from Security & Fire Protection and
Boeing Information Technology, ThreatNavigator is used during
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PHOTOS AND GRAPHIC: (Below) A woman salvages items
in Moore, Okla., after a tornado flattened a wide swath of
homes and businesses there in May. Associated Press (Insets,
clockwise from top left) A ThreatNavigator screen view. boeing
Chris Manning, emergency preparedness coordinator for
Philadelphia and the Northeast region. FRED TROILO/boeinG Boeing
Mesa firefighters undergo night training. mike goettings/boeing
ThreatNavigator team members Radford Sorensen (seated
from left), Gary Temme, Dee Dee Haas and Kyle Bowers
(standing). jessica oyanagi/boeing

“ThreatNavigator was designed to increase the
effectiveness of Boeing emergency responders,
business continuity professionals and business
organizations.”
–G
 ary Gordon, Business and Emergency Preparedness program manager and leader of the
ThreatNavigator development team
natural disasters and other crises to protect Boeing employees,
property and information.
With more than 170,000 employees in 50 states and 70 countries, plus thousands of suppliers, partners and customers in
150 countries, Boeing employees and operations are, unfortunately,
often at risk. In addition to storms such as the Oklahoma City
tornado, potential threats include earthquakes, hurricanes,
pandemics, civil unrest and terrorism. ThreatNavigator also
provides an effective means of maintaining business continuity
across Boeing.
“ThreatNavigator was designed to increase the effectiveness of
Boeing emergency responders, business continuity professionals
and business organizations,” said Gary Gordon, Business and
Emergency Preparedness program manager and leader of the
ThreatNavigator development team.
“It’s the brainchild of several Boeing emergency management
professionals with years of experience,” Gordon added. “We
were very fortunate to envision what we wanted and then have
a cutting-edge team build the application in-house with the latest
Web technology.”
An online tool, ThreatNavigator makes it possible for Boeing
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emergency managers to grasp a complex situation quickly
and to monitor it in real time, Gordon explained. It combines
information from a variety of internal and external sources and
displays it visually in a Google Maps format. Icons show structures and types of incidents and are color-coded to indicate
time elapsed since the incident occurred. Alerts are sent through
email to users.
Gordon said all Boeing employees benefit from ThreatNavigator,
even if they are not aware of it.
“ThreatNavigator helps keep them safe,” he said, “and it keeps
critical operations running as smoothly as possible—no matter
what threat comes along.”
During the Oklahoma City tornado, Willis relied on ThreatNavigator’s weather tracker, which is similar to those seen on
TV weather news. The tracker showed storm intensity, projected
paths, precipitation and wind. External information feeds—such
as NC4 (a commercial information service), the U.S. Geological
Service and the National Weather Service—contributed
additional information.
ThreatNavigator helped the emergency preparedness
teams decide how to best support the Oklahoma site locally
and remotely from the Puget Sound region, Willis said. Boeing
facilities were displayed in ThreatNavigator, even floor plans
and the number of employees working there, their job skill
codes and work shifts.
Because of the tornado’s severity, local emergency coordinators
had sheltered in place with other Boeing employees. They couldn’t
see how the event was progressing, nor could they act on behalf
of the site. Willis said her team fed them up-to-the-minute information using cellphone calls and text messages.
Human Resources was engaged locally to check on and
account for employees and their families, Willis said. Some had
been injured, but none died. Although the homes of several
Boeing employees were damaged or destroyed by the tornado,
no Boeing buildings were hit.
ThreatNavigator also is designed to afford a quick way
to reach certain Boeing people if emergency assistance is

Crisis communication
In addition to ThreatNavigator, other systems are used
to find employees and communicate with them during a
crisis or disaster:

• Emergency Information Hotline at 800-899-6431:
Provides updates to employees when an emergency
occurs and affects operations.

• Desktop Emergency Notification System (DENS): Delivers
computer alerts to employees about emergencies.

• Boeing emergency website (external): Provides messaging
capability via the Internet.

• Dialogic Automated Notification (DAN): Sends messages
through a global automated phone notification system.

• Travel Risk Intelligence Service (TRIS): Monitors Boeing
business travelers and nearby health and safety threats.
Sends real-time recommendations when there’s a crisis
or disaster.

• Boeing Employee Accountability Network (BEACON):
Accounts for employees’ locations and well-being if
a site evacuation is required. Employees input their
contact information and update it during a crisis as
their situation changes.
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GRAPHICS: ThreatNavigator
screen views show (far left) the
Boeing Boston office and employee
information near the various bomb
threats that occurred just after the
Boston Marathon bombing and
(left) a real-time view. boeing
PHOTO: ThreatNavigator team
members Laurie Willis (from left),
Steve Havens, a contractor for
TATA America, Sandy Bartell and
Ralph Kliem practice different
roles. jessica oyanagi/boeing

needed at a Boeing site. Each critical Boeing operation, such
as Security, Payroll or Supply Chain Logistics, has a designated
contact person by location.
“ThreatNavigator began as a pilot program running on a
single laptop and has grown into an industry leading tool that our
Security & Fire Protection employees rely on to ensure the safety
of Boeing assets,” said Levi Sutton, lead developer, IT Business
and Supply Chain Systems for Security & Fire Protection.
ThreatNavigator made its debut in May 2012 when Chicago
hosted a two-day NATO summit. The conference attracted
world leaders, as well as thousands of protestors who had
vowed to “shut Boeing down” in opposition to its military
support of NATO.
And Boeing has used ThreatNavigator many times since.
It communicated employee safety and building status in areas
hit hard by Hurricane Sandy in 2012, and it provided up-to-theminute information when Boeing chose to evacuate employees
during the recent Colorado wildfires and civil unrest in Cairo.
And Boeing uses it almost every day to keep tabs on medical
emergencies or other events at company sites.
Chris Manning, Boeing’s emergency preparedness coordinator
for Philadelphia and the Northeast region, used ThreatNavigator
immediately following the bombings earlier this year at the
Boston Marathon.
“Our Boston site has only a few people, so we were quickly
able to account for them,” Manning said. “It took a little longer
to account for Boeing employees traveling on business in
the area.”
Manning said ThreatNavigator makes his job much easier
during a crisis. “I no longer have to click to 40 places just to
know what’s happening. And it’s always pushing information
to me with email notifications so I don’t miss anything.”
It’s also important for Boeing to maintain critical business

operations, if safe and feasible, during a disaster or other
event, or to resume normal operations as quickly as possible
if a shutdown occurs. ThreatNavigator has been a big help
in that regard because it provides a lot of data in real time,
according to Kyle Bowers, Boeing’s Business Preparedness
program leader.
Before ThreatNavigator, alerts and information from many
sources were sent to emergency responders, Bowers noted.
“It took hours to accumulate accurate information and by the
time it was analyzed, the situation had changed,” Bowers
explained. “In a disaster, speedy action is vital.” n
christine.p.cranston@boeing.com
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Taking care
Clinical care programs
provide expanded
health services
to employees
By Bridget O’Meara and
Susan D’Alexander
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W

hen Barbara Schroyer’s husband, Ty, experienced chest
pains in November of last
year, they initially went to the emergency
room as a precaution. But it was a
follow-up visit with a local cardiologist
that confirmed the worst: Open-heart
surgery was needed.
“It was scary,” said Barbara Schroyer,

an employee involvement and engagement facilitator at the company’s Everett,
Wash., site.
“Our cardiologist said to look at the
top possible facilities for heart surgery.
In our research, we saw the Cleveland
Clinic mentioned as a top cardiac surgery
hospital, but never did we think we could
go to Cleveland for this type of operation.”

Boeing clinical
care program

When to use

Best uses

Getting connected

Best Doctors
Second Opinion
Service

Confirm a difficult medical
diagnosis or determine the best
course of care

Need a second opinion or trying to
decide between treatments

Call Boeing TotalAccess at 866-4732016 (say “Best Doctors”)

Carena Urgent
Care at Home

Medical advice via telephone,
webcam or house call visit when
your primary physician is unavail
able and your condition doesn’t
warrant an emergency room visit
(availability based on location)

Specific episodes of medical care,
such as moderate sprains, asthma
attacks or lower respiratory
infections

Call Carena at 855-935-WELL (9355)
or visit www.boeing.carenamd.com

Cleveland
Clinic Specialty
Program

Care for non-emergency cardiac
procedures

Heart defect closures and heart
valve replacements and repairs

Call Health Design Plus at 877-2300988 or visit www.clevelandclinic.org/
boeing

Nurseline

Around-the-clock access to
registered nurses who can
answer questions about minor
medical conditions

Cuts or burns, a sick child,
headaches, fever, asthma, back
pain and other chronic conditions

Call TotalAccess at 866-473-2016
(say “Well Being”)

Primary Nurse
Program

Continuing support from a
registered nurse for chronic
health conditions

Ongoing health concerns such as
diabetes or hypertension; pre- and
post-hospital treatments

Call BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois
at 888-802-8776

The programs are only available to eligible individuals. This is a summary only. For details, please consult the terms of the benefit plans or call
866-473-2016 if you have questions. In the event of a conflict between this summary and the benefit plans, the terms of the plans will control.
The Boeing Company reserves the right to modify or terminate the plans at any time.

Then she read an item in Boeing News
Now, the news source for employees,
about the Boeing Cleveland Clinic Specialty
Program and the various services available
to employees. She called, learned that her
husband qualified for the program, and
two months later they were headed to
Cleveland for the surgery—back to the
same hospital, ironically, where Ty Schroyer
was born.
Her husband first had open-heart
surgery at age 17. He loves sports, hiking
and other outdoor activities, but has faced
limits on his activities for much of his life.
“I was made whole,” he said of the
successful surgery at the Cleveland Clinic.
The Boeing Cleveland Clinic Specialty
Program is just one of several clinical care
programs offered in addition to traditional
medical plan benefits, explained Dr. Eric
C. Hisken, director of Boeing’s Health
Services & Workers Compensation organization. He also serves as the company’s
chief medical officer.
“As medical care and technology
evolve, Boeing looks for ways to make
it possible to get the best available
treatment—no matter where or what
time of day,” Hisken said, adding that

the clinical care programs offered by
Boeing, such as the Cleveland Clinic
Specialty Program, help do just that
for employees and their dependents.
The Cleveland Clinic program was
introduced in October 2012, adding
to the many benefits in Boeing’s total
compensation package.
“We offer high-quality, market-leading
programs to our employees,” Hisken said,
“and Cleveland Clinic ranks among the
best in the country. Another reason they
were chosen was that they are transparent
about their quality data, which is very
important to Boeing.”
When patients receive care from
providers with a proven track record,
they benefit from better outcomes, Hisken
said. “When you get care right the first
time around, there are fewer complications
and a quicker return to normal activities—
it’s a win-win for all involved.”
Barbara Schroyer said she could not be
more pleased with the overall experience
before, during and after her husband’s
surgery at the clinic.
Eight days after surgery, her husband
flew home with a scheduled follow-up
appointment with his cardiologist. A

nurse practitioner from Cleveland Clinic
checked in periodically with him for six
months following his surgery. A recommended three-month cardiac rehab
program helped him get back on the
hiking trails.
With no physical restrictions for the
first time in his life, Ty Schroyer hiked and
jogged a 6.5-mile, 2,000-foot-elevation
(10.5-kilometer, 610-meter-elevation)
trail in August. n
bridget.o’meara@boeing.com
susan.e.dalexander@boeing.com

PHOTO: Barbara Schroyer, left, and her
husband, Ty, near the Anacortes, Wash.,
waterfront. ED turner/boeing
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MILESTONES
SERVICE AWARDS: Boeing recognizes the following employees in September for their years of service.
Robert Blanch
James Gilchrist
Donald Miller
John Triplett
Yvette Ewing
60 years
Alfonso Ybarra

50 years
Michael Claxton
James Mitchell
Charles Stuart
John Wiley

45 years
Franklin Chinn
Sharan Douglass
Bijan Etezadi
Nancy Hinthorne
Sandra Ridenour
Clayton Spah
Pedro Vea
Frederick Waitman

40 years
Jerry Baker
Edward Cavanaugh
Peter Cookman
Sandra Eddy
Paul Fehrensen
Robert Feldbaumer
Diana Ferguson
Anthony Fletcher
William Frans
Albert Hametner
Dennis Kostchuk
Kelly Kyle
Richard Lorenz
Michael Merrifield
Steven O’Kelley
Robert Peterson
John Price
James Reilly
John Ryan
Stephen
Schweffermann
Freeman Scott
Orville Stange
Douglas Trimble
Wayne Vernooy
Jeanette Ward

35 years
Scott Ackerson
Scott Adamson
John Albin
Jeffrey Althuis
Tom Atkinson
Ying-Lick Au
Genei Azama
Julie Bahr
George Baldwin
Alvin Bargen
Gerhard Bartos
Gary Bassett
Randy Beamer
Iftikhar Beg
David Best
Richard Binder
Ronald Birley

Mark Blaylock
Donald Blount
Lori Boblenz
Patricia Bode
Phillip Boice
Michael Bovaconti
Monica Brady
Steven Bragg
James Braile
William Braley
Yigal Brayer
Mark Brown
Stacy Brown
Michael Bryan
Walter Bryant
Patricia Buckley
Ned Buckmaster
Steven Buerges
Madonna Buhr
Steven Bunyan
John Burns
Eugene Caputo
Gary Carr
John Celle
Richard Cervisi
Philip Chang
Steven Chase
Jose Chavez
Richard Clark
Thomas Cline
Walker Clinton
Ronald Condos
Laura Corvi
Beth Cosma
Daniel Cummings
Norma Cusack
Dennis Dahl
Timothy Dailey
Leonard Davis
Jerry Debruler
Rickey Dedrick
Linda Devenuti
Ron DeWeese
Mathew DiMarco
Robert Dodson
Thomas Dorrance
Stephen Douglas
Michael Dragness
Clifford Dungey
William Eastman
Danny Edlund
Denise Edris
Thomas Elya
Carol Evans
Robert Evenson
Cecil Fields
Justin Fleming
Mark Flexter
Tracy Flynn
Donald Foster
William Franklin
Glenn Frey
Vernon Gaal
Ronald Gardiner
Lyle Gelbach
Patrick Gilbert
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Joanne Gladfelter
Bradley Hall
Keith Hansen
Michael Hawkins
Linda Hayden
John Heine
Ira Henson
Robert Herrett
David Herrick
Miguel Hidalgo
Roy Higashi
Stephen Hodai
Michael Honstain
Susan Hopper
George Horn
Johnny Hugee
Eugene Humphrey
Robert Humphrey
Jolene Hunter
Michael Hunting
Cynthia Huntman
Joseph Indovina
James Jackson
Ramona Jackson
Alan Jacobson
Eric Jones
Sheryll Jorgensen
Robert Justice
David Kaiser
Eric Kalberg
Monique Kim
Robert Klatskin
Stephanie Kolb
Dennis Krinke
Joseph Kubin
Rick Kupke
Ronald Kurina
Larry Kyger
Raymond Langberg
Clifford Lange
Gerald Larragoiti
Glen Larson
Harriet Leonard
Michael Lillard
Jerri Lindsay
Mark Loftus
David Long
Timothy Looney
Michael Lowetz
Rick Lyell
Steven Lynch
Mark Madrid
Diego Maltos
Helene Marcelia
Peter Maricich
Charles Martin
Tracy Martin
Joseph Mattingly
Scott Maxwell
Tony McBride
Guy McCarney
Mark McGeary
Stephen McGill
Eugene McGuire
Paul Meade
Gail Meeter

Robert Miller
Scott Mingo
Salam Mirza
Christopher Mohr
Anacleta Morales
Quentin Morris
Richard Morrow
Robert Moshcatel
William Motzer
Michael Narog
Saeed Nawaz
Truc Nguyen
Frank Nunez
Thomas Obrien
Robert Oechsner
Sharon Ohmoto
Brian Oliver
Rhonda Orth
Joan Osborne
Timothy Oxborough
Bruce Pafume
James Paribello
Susan Patterson
Martino Pecoraro
Kathleen Peterson
Richard Peterson
Thomas Peterson
Ronald Petruska
Steven Polack
Cynthia Ponce
John Potts
Michael Powell
Amy Quan
Mitchell Reinitz
John Reitmeyer
Michael Renzelmann
Lillian Riley
Nunzio Rizzuto
Paul Robertson
Kenneth Ross
William Rountree
Steven Roy
Donald Rudee
Philip Rutherford
Andres Sanchez
Renato Santos
John Schneider
Bret Schultz
Kenneth Schweiss
Kevin Sheehan
David Sherrill
Rhea Shideler
Debra Smith
Ronald Smith
Yvonne Stewart
Colette Stoddard
Daniel Stokes
Edward Sykes
Donald Terry
John Terry
Douglas Thompson
Dale Tilson
Allan Tokuda
Christopher Trail
Teresa TranholtHochstein

Edgar Turner
Thomas Velte
Wayne Vetter
Albert Visser
William Wahlke
Kimberly Warren
Brian Watkins
Bonita Webster
Laverna Whipple
William Whisler
Robert Whisnant
Claude White
Vicki White
Gary Wilson
Michael Wilson
Sherryl Wilson
Robert Winston
Peter Wojciechowski
Kurtis Workman
Danny Wright
Loren Yockey
George Young
Diana Youngs
Douglas Younkin
William Zakrzewski
Sophia Zervas-Berg

30 years
Michael Accardi
Robert Allen
Bonnie Anderson
Gary Anderson
Matthew Anderson
Laura-Anne Anson
Phillip Archer
Richard Ashby
Guy Bartesch
Daniel Basany
James Beard
Robert Bell
James Borden
Thomas Borrud
John Braceros
Peter Brumage
David Brunk
Mark Buchschacher
Reginald Burrell
Larry Carroll
William Cavasin
Curtis Childress
Austin Chow
William Clos
Daniel Cole
Gregory Collins
Clifford Crandall
Cheryl Curley
Willie Curtis
Thomas Daley
Robert Davey
Thomas Delfeld
Douglas Denison
Thomas Dennis
Van Desuze
David Dotson
Patricia Dunlap
Dzung Duong

Charles Floetker
James Gaither
Scott Gilbert
Thomas Gilchrist
Donald Girard
Rick Gonder
Pedro Gonzalez
Raymond Grossruck
Julio Gutierrez
Steven Gwinn
Bryan Hagel
Jeffrey Haggerty
Joseph Hanigan
Bruce Hanninen
Alan Hardeland
Michael Hardwick
Joy Hargrove
Tanya Harrison
Carol Hashiro
Douglas Hein
Karla Heinefield
Steven Hennen
Kenneth Hennum
Geraldine Henry
Michael Herrington
Michael Hoelting
Alexander Holin
Richard Horsley
John Horvath
Kent Hubbard
Jeffrey James
Deborah Johnson
Edwin Johnson
Jon Johnson
Jeffrey Kellar
Stephen Kelly
Steven King
George Kohl
Gerry Kuhlmann
Gary Lankford
Louella Lao
Marty Larcabal
Sui Lee
Robert Lesniak
Carrie Lindstrom
Steven Lippiatt
Jeffrey Lipsen
Kevin Litzau
Howard Lott
Candance Maki
Jeffrey Mann
Monte Marchetti
Barbara Mark
Susan Markle
William McNally
James Mikeworth
Carrie Miller
Mitchell Miller
Herman Mobers
Mary Moon
Philip Morris
Steven Mulherin
David Munn
Frankie Nichols
Patrick Nieblas
Melvin Niederer

Mohammed
Nizamuddin
Arnold Nordsieck
Kathleen O’Neal
Kathleen Okazaki
Pete Paguyo
William Parks
Robert Petrillo
Ruth Petty
Michael Phinney
Rickey Phipps
Kenneth Pierce
Mary Pierce
Robert Polk
Mark Porras
Mark Porter
David Prior
William Pritting
Greg Quillen
Stanley Quon
Linda Raines
Harry Richardson
Terry Richardson
Robert Ricks
Arleen Rintoul
Robert Roberts
David Robinson
Anthony Romero
William Rosselot
Robert Runyon
Larry Russell
Joe Ryan
Manfred Ryan
Lisa Sakai
Lanny Sanders
William Sandoval
Kathy Satack
Joseph Schiermann
Bernd Schiller
Kenneth
Schmidenberg
Doreen Seaquist
Danny Smith
William Smith
Stephen Sode
Lyn Sorensen
Jody Spencer
Pamela Spicknall
Mark Stamelos
Solange Stamp
Brian Sullivan
Theodore Thies
John Tregilgus
Bruce Trinkle
Nha Truong
Mark Vinson
Keith Warnock
Margo WaughPasquale
Peter Weitmann
Lonnie Wibberding
William Wicks
Douglas Winkler
Stephen Winkler
Ricardo Yanez

25 years
Daniel Aaron

Steven Abdo
Raquel Abeyta
Jimmy Abplanalp
James Absolor
Lori Akins
Edward Allen
Timothy Allen
Mark Ambruster
Joseph Anderko
Robert Anderson
Glenn Arabori
Leslie Armstrong
Kevin Arp
Daniel Ashton
Dennis Bahm
Brett Baker
Willie Baldwin
Eddy Barefoot
David Bartlett
Christine Bates
Algrin Bell
Joel Bell
Christopher Benefield
Leykun Berhan
Karla Berry
Melvin Berry
Scott Bevers
Roy Bierwagen
Bridget Billotti
David Birck
Steven Bjornson
Charles Blair
Raymond Blakely
Steven Blanchard
Scott Blymyer
Brian Bocksch
Charles Boelter
Tanis M Boulet
Thomas Boyle
William Boyle
Kerry Braaflat
Stephen Braden
Tracy Bradley
Albert Brandau
Laurence Brendemuhl
Bradley Brittan
Richard Brock
Gayle Brocks-Becoat
Robert Broeren
Charles Brown
Steven Brown
Lawrence Bryant
Nancy Burke
Kristine Burnes
Penney Bush
Lois Bushman
Mary Cadwell
Douglas Cameron
Blair Campbell
Michael Canham
Stephen Card
Michael Carmichael
Francis Carney
Timothy Carney
Christopher Carrington
Mark Carter-Piff
Andrew Chabelal
Mei Chan Yu
Kok Cho

Ernest Chritton
Se Chun
Susanne Ciolkosz
James Clay
Ted Clayton
Debbie Coburn
Alan Cody
Frederick Cole
Christopher Conrad
Brad Copenhaver
Joyce Crawford
Kipper Crawford
Bruce Crossland
Richard Cysewski
James Danson
Gordon Davies
John Davies
Kevin Davis
Kristine Davis
Sovatha Dee
Robert Denholm
Scott Deshler
Albert Dial
Tuan Diep
Vishweshwar Dixit
Del Dixon
David Doggett
Loita Donica
Kim Dorlaque
John Dovey
Carlaine Downs
Terry Drake
Dwayne Drugge
Tony Du
Thomas Duncan
Vonnie Dunlap
Paul Durben
Alan Durham
Jason Dutter
Alice Duval
Edward Duvall
Rick Dzuro
David Eddy
Edward Elliott
Don Erickson
Harlan Erickson
Chad Evans
Michael Evans
Barbara Evosevich
Michael Fanelli
Edward Favilla
Michael Feider
Richard Felt
John Ferlaino
Barry Finnelly
Georgia Fisher
Scot Fisher
Sierra Fisher
Pamela Fithian
Franklin Flinn
Lucille Follis
Marcus Folsom
Scott Fox
James Freeman
Keith French
Eric Freyberg
Jay Frimer
Daniel Froelich
Samuel Galagaza

David Gale
Michael Galuska
Margaret Garbareno
Antonio Garcia
Donald Geis
Gary Georgeson
Ronny Germain
Kim German
Robert Germono
Ronald Goin
Sharon Goodman
Monette Gordon
Doye Gossett
Daniel Grantham
Alexander Gratzer
Ronald Gray
Bobby Green
Lewis Griggs
John Groeneveld
Darin Grooms
Teresa Grooms
Donald Gross
Marc Grotle
Albert Guilbaud
Gary Haaland
Susan Haenni
Michael Hall
Cathy Hammond
Lee Hamphton
Steven Handran
Michael Hanmer
Marjorie Hansen
Kevin Harper
William Hartman
Christopher Haughey
Jeffrey Hayes
Stephen Hecht
Steven Helton
John Hennig
Jennifer Henrickson
Robert Henslee
Timothy Herriford
James Herzberg
Darin Hetelle
James Hinkle
Russell Hirano
Fooi-Fong Ho
James Hoeper
Cindy Hokama
Duncan Hughes
Darryl Hunter
Pamela Hunter
Philip Hurst
Alden Hutchinson
Michael Hutchinson
Lawrence Hutchisson
Chanh Huynh
Tien Huynh
Robert Imbrogno
Ricky Jablinske
Paul Jach
Jeffrey Jackan
Jimmie James
Phillip Jantz
Barbara Jasper
Brent Jefferson
Kevin Jennings
Philip Johnson
Cheryll Jones

Christine Jones
David Jones
Kevin Jones
Jennifer Kaffenberger
Michael Kalk
Winfield Kang
Clifford Kathlean
Rick Kawakami
Patrick Kennedy
Anita King
Gerald King
David Kinney
Thomas Koch
Dennis Koshinz
Vincent Krauck
Lance Krauter
Debra Kriegel
Ronald Kubasta
Michael Kudlo
Kerry Kurtz
James Kuwada
Kathy Lacoursiere
David Lane
Larry Lara
Shawnee Lazzari
Miae Lee
Simon Lee
Albert Legg
Wyetta Lewis
Richard Liddle
Sharon Lienemann
Ralph Liening
David Lin
Dennis Lin
Clay Lloyd
Sam Long
Shaun Lyczkowski
Kevin Lyons
David Macbain
Violet Mahurin
Eleuterio Maisonet
Rodante Marcelino
Dawn Marcelle
Lisa Marks
David Markwald
Edward Martin
Jeffrey Masterson
Kelly McArthur
Glory McCallum
Karen McConnaughey
Darren McCorkle
Jerry McCullough
Mark McCutchen
Roderick McGillivray
Steven McGinnis
Peter McGuire
Steven Meads
Roy Medley
Karen Meehan
Phillip Menjou
Nicholas Menyhard
Elizabeth Mercier
Michael Merrow
Bradley Miller
Mary Miller
Robert Miller
Jerald Mills
Peter Minko
Salim Molvi

Lori Montgomery
Brock Moore
Charles Morar
Sami Movsesian
James Mulligan
Michael Mumbower
Leslie Munro
Clifford Myers
Shahram Namvari
Russell Nelson
Donnie Newell
Anh Nguyen
Hoang Nguyen
Thuc Nguyen
John Niles
Gary Noel
Paul Norby
William Oconnor
Gerald Ohrt
Charles Olson
Charles Olson
Denise Olson
Eric Olson
Mike Olson
Susanne Ondatje
John Orsino
Joe Ortiz
Blaine Ostafin
Thomas Overton
John Page
Anthony Palmer
Myrna Panganiban
Somsamay
Paophavihanh
Shawn Park
Amado Patacsil
Micheal Patrick
Michel Patterson
Michael Paul
Lorene Paulette
James Payne
Steven Pearson
Kerry Peck
Timothy Pemberton
Patrick Pennington
Richard Perreault
Darryl Person
Lisa Peterson
Jim Phan
Steve Pickard
Wanda Pickering
Richard Pinder
Arthur Poblete
Kathy Prazer
George Pritchett
Peter Puchalski
Roger Pullman
Roeuth Pung
James Purcell
Phat Quach
Santiago Quinsay
Edmund Quon
David Raftice
Brian Ralph
Pedro Ramos
Paul Rapp
Patrick Reardon
Edgar Recana
Kevin Reese
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IN FOCUS

Going the distance
A CV-22 Osprey operated by the U.S. Air Force Special
Operations Command receives fuel off the coast of Greenland
in June while en route to the Royal Air Force base in Mildenhall,
United Kingdom. Assigned to the 7th Special Operations
Squadron, the Osprey was the first of 10 to be deployed to the
base as part of an expansion by the 352nd Special Operations
Group. Refueling the Osprey is an MC-130H Combat Talon II,
with the photo shot through its open rear loading door. The
Osprey, built by Boeing and partner Bell, has a unique tilt-rotor
configuration that allows it to cruise like a fixed-winged aircraft
but land and take off like a helicopter. PHOTO: u.s. air force
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The C-17 Globemaster III is the world’s most capable
and versatile airlifter, performing the full range of
tactical and strategic operations: from transporting
troops and heavy cargo, to airdrop, aeromedical
evacuation and delivering humanitarian aid virtually
anywhere. No other airlifter measures up. The C-17.
Proven and ready for a world of missions.
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